Simple Past or Present Perfect? (1)

Practise distinguishing which tense you need!
We use the simple past to talk about events that happened at a specific time in the past - signal words are:
yesterday, in 2018, last week/year, a week/month ago.
We use the present perfect to talk about events that started in the past and are still ongoing or have a connection to
the present moment - signal words are: today, already, yet, in the last months, this year, just, recently, have you
ever...
Form the simple past with "ed" at the end of the verb but look out for irregular verbs like: buy-bought or see-saw.
For example: I laughed....
Form the present perfect by using "have" and the 3rd form of the verb. Careful: Don't forget He/she/it need: has. For
example: I have watched...He has bought...

I ______________ a new shirt yesterday.
bought
buy
have bought

He ______________ watched the new episode yet.
hasn't
haven't
blank

I have ______________ no kangaroos so far, have you?
see
saw
seen

Laura has just ______________ the six o'clock train.
catch
catches
caught

We ______________ for you the other day!
wait
waited
have waited
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Simple Past or Present Perfect? (1)

Where ______________ you on Tuesday?
Fill with the correct form of "be"

Have you ever ______________ to Dublin?
Fill with the correct form of "be"

Tom ______________ his friends round yesterday.
invite
invited
has invited

______________ your Dad repaired your bike yet?
Did
Have
Has

______________ your Granny live in Berlin in 1950?
Did
Was
Do

They ______________ to football training together last week.
go
went
going

Rob _________ already bought you a ticket for the show tonight.
have
did
has

______________ you seen my cat?
Has
Have
Having
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